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Gabriel is the 8th Archangel. Gabriel with Michael 
rule over the etheric soul which give light to soul 
and body but astrologically he rules the moon 
(emotions of the soul) and the star sign Cancer.

Gabriel is the source for our inspiration and 
imagination. He helps us express our creativity 
as he shines divine light and celebrates our 
individuality. Gabriel’s energy is relentless as 
he guides humanity and points us in the right 
direction. At times we can feel like lost sheep 
but he is always there as a pillar of strength and 
encouragement. When we get stuck and don’t 
know which way to turn he acts as a sign post for 
us and enables us move forward.

Archangel Gabriel also helps with new creative 
ideas. His energy is very strongly associated 
with creation, birth and maternity. He helps our 
confidence and enables us to move forward with 
love and awareness. He is extremely strong and 
helps us to confront our own barriers and reflect 
upon our limiting beliefs! He is gentle kind and 
re-assuring and can also be called upon to comfort 
and heal our pain.

I see Gabriel pointing his finger like a guiding star 

who is giving us both direction and wisdom. Trust 
in Gabriel as he can bring balance, inspiration and 
wisdom to us by showing us a clear way forward. 
A bringer of positive messages Gabriel assures us 
that it is safe for us to be powerful. He also helps us 
understand our dreams and enhances intuition and 
clairvoyance as Gabriel rules those going beyond 
the astral plane.

He can be seen in the Tarot as blowing a trumpet 
on Judgement Day! Rays Silver and Deep Blue- 
Planet Neptune Crystal for confidence – Citrine 
Dream recall – Red Jasper placed under the pillow.

Affirmation to connect with the energy of 
Archangel Gabriel;

Angel of Love and Compassion I am an extension 
of Your Love,

I am willing and open, I feel gratitude for my many 
blessings,

Each day is a gift which enhances my life.

Jennifer Lynch
www.angelwisdom.co.uk

Is known as bringer or messenger – primarily associated with compassion.
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